






Chest-abdomen-pelvis CT

Single run: 

••Non-contrast only 
••Attenuation correction or 

diagnostic CT for PET/CT 
••Children 
••Lymphoma
••Trauma 
••CT angiography 

Split run

••Routine neck and chest 
(cancer staging)

••Most non vascular CT



Chest-

abdomen-

pelvis CT:

Single Run

Pros 
••Lower dose
••Less images 
••Quick to reconstruct 
••Single series reformats

Cons 
••Split for chest & abdomen radiologists 
••Individual part dose optimization hard
••Dose separation for chest and abdomen
••Contrast in chest is generally POOR



Chest-

abdomen-

pelvis CT: 

Split series

Pros 

••Dose can be tuned appropriately for each region 
••No need to split different body parts
••Shorter breath-holds (no issue for 64-MDCT or higher)
••Contrast ideal for each body part

Cons 

••Can have higher radiation dose
••Overlapping doses over liver and breast

••More images and series
••Reformats are in separate series



C vs A-P 
Dose Differential



Siemens 
Visit 1: 186 kg



Philips 
Visit 2: 186 kg



GE
Visit 3: 173 kg



Small-single,
Large-split 

MGH split: 
Chest 50% 
Less than abdomen

CTAngio/spine: Single
Routine, cancer: Split

CTA-single-ok
Cancer: SPLIT

Low-single, high-split

Depends

Old CT/poor pt: split
New CT/good pt: single







Routine Chest-Abdomen-Pelvis CT

••Contrast 370 mg% 80-90 cc @ 3 ml/sec (MGH)
••Chest CT 35 seconds 
••Abdomen CT 70 seconds 

Separate runs 
for chest and 

abdomen

••90-150 ml of 300-350 mg% 
••Start scanning 50 to 80 seconds 

••50 sec too early for portal venous phase abdomen 
••80 sec too late for chest vessels  

Single run for 
chest and 
abdomen



Abdomen+ Pelvis only 

Chest+ Abdomen+ Pelvis





Dose Monitoring for Multi-part CT

••Doses should be separately audited from individual region CT

••Separate DRLs from individual body parts are necessary 
Single-run CT 

••Software errors in allotting doses for split-series

••Same DRLs can be used as for individual body parts
Split series CT 



Multi-part CT experience at MGH
All multi-part CT in children are single-run

In adults, single-run CT are limited
••CT angiography
••Hyper-acute trauma 
••PET/CT 

In adults, most multi-body part CT are split series 
••Doses for chest CT are about 50% lower than abdomen 
••Overlapping dose is about 15% or so!
••Contrast timing for chest is 35 seconds and 80 seconds for abdomen 



Dose 

optimization

for C-A-P CT  

Scan Regions absolutely necessary

Use Iterative reconstruction (IR) to enable lower dose acquisition 

Minimize Overlap when performing split series run

Use Lower kV is limited for abdomen unless good CT with IR

Use AEC or tube current modulation 

Tailor Scan factors for abdomen CT as more susceptible to noise 



Conclusions

Multi-body-part CT are common 

Oncologic and vascular indications often require them

Can be performed as a single run or split series exams

Both have advantages and disadvantages

In general, children and vascular indications are single-run

Most others (>90%) are split-series exams. 


